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I. Write the meaning of:       (1x5=5) 

1. Raven. 

2. Stuck. 

3. Often. 

4. Lonely. 

5. Folk. 

 

II. Write whether the following statements are ‘TRUE’ or ‘NOT TRUE’:

           (1x5=5) 

1. Dudi knew how to write. 

2. Mini has travelled in a train before. 

3. The villagers chose Ji-hu to fight against the dragon. 

4. Lado’s cousins scared people. 

5. Some people live in forest. 

 

III. Write the opposites of the following:     (1x5=5) 

1. dark. 

2. day. 

3. awake. 

4. quickly. 

5. always. 

 

IV. Quote from your memory:       (10 marks) 

Have you seen…………… 

…………………...our sight. 

 

V. Complete these sentences with ‘THERE IS’ or ‘THERE ARE’:(1x5=5) 

1. --------------twenty benches in our classroom. 

2. ---------------many trees and plants in our campus. 

3. ---------------a box on the table. 

4. --------------an ice cream in the refrigerator. 

5. ---------------many classrooms in our school. 

 



VI. Write the correct spellings:      (1x5=5) 

1. hiden. 

2. carefull. 

3. traveler. 

4. plesant. 

5. dissapointed. 

 

VII. Arrange the following words in the alphabetical order:  (1x5=5) 

1. light. 

2. canvas. 

3. asleep. 

4. porter. 

5. receiver. 

 

VIII. Complete the story with ‘a’ , ‘an’ or ‘the’:    (1x5=5) 

A wolf and…. fox were friends. However ,…. fox was more cunning 

than …. wolf. One bright, full-moon night …. hungry fox went 

looking for food. He saw….. golden yellow round thing floating in the 

middle of a well. He thought that it was a ball of cheese. 

 

IX. Choose the correct words in each sentence:    (1x5=5) 

1. I have some/sum oranges with me. 

2. Write/right the correct spellings. 

3. Please give me two/too pencils. 

4. I went to the shop to by/buy an eraser. 

5. Do you no/know my sister? 

 

X. Complete the following sentences with correct verbs given in the 

brackets:         (1x5=5) 

1. I …...up early in the morning. (get) 

2. My father……to office daily. (walk) 

3. We ……football every Saturday. (play) 

4. Birds …….in the sky. (fly) 

5. The sun …….in the east. (rise) 

 

XI. Reorder these words into meaningful sentences:   (1x5=5) 

1. Pleasant /a / it / morning /was 

2. Met / at / you / I / hospital / the 

3. Cake / my / me / baked / a / mother 

4. Children / gull / the / saved / the 

5. Park / the / there / swing / a / is / in 



XII. Frame your own sentences using the words given below:  (1x5=5) 

1. many. 

2. disturb. 

3. poor. 

4. happy. 

5. busy. 

 

XIII. Who said these lines:                (2x5=10) 

1. “My cart is stuck”. 

2. “May I ride my bicycle across the valley?” 

3. “I saw a strange animal on the hill!” 

4. “The trees are running so fast”. 

5. “My cart is stuck”. 

 

XIV. Answer the following questions:      (1x5=5) 

1. Where did Mini sleep? 

2. Who told Ji-hu about the dragon? 

3. When does the cuckoo sing? 

4. Why was the cart-driver crying? 

5. What did the children do with the gull? 

 

 


